
Wednesday, April 17, 2019 
 

FAO: Elliott Patzkowsky 
Office of Peter Lenkov 
 
 
Re: Ferrari 330GT, Chassis# 6077, Blue, 82341 kilometers 
 
JN 1281 
 
 

REPORT/FINDINGS 
 
 
Comments on ‘already completed’ list from client: 

1. Inaccurate fuel gauge – DONE 
2. Fuel tank and lines needed to be drained and cleaned. — DONE  
3. Body Panel fitment (adjustments to the trunk and hood) — DONE Fitment still poor 
4. Re-secure loose tail lights — DONE  
5. Fix hanging trunk carpets — DONE  
6. Repair loose 1/4 glass latch— DONE 
7. Front side lights inop — DONE Right outer headlamp has poor ground, light switch 

has correct functions but wired incorrectly 
8. Interior lights inop — DONE  
9. Driver’s seat pad/cushion collapsed — DONE (re-secured and adjusted, but not 

replaced cause it didn’t seem like it needed to be but Damian said it could be later 
down the line)  

10. Wipers inop — DONE Wiper switch not working and loose 
11. Instrument lights inop — DONE  
12. Reattach loose badges — DONE Front grille horse still loose 
13. Reinstall head light trims correctly (were incorrect) — DONE Both headlamp 

rubbers not installed correctly 
14. Horn inop — DONE  
15. Misfires and rough running — DONE At 3,000 rpm (static) there is severe vibration, 

possibly due to tuning or balancing issue with clutch/flywheel assembly.  Would 
recommend checking the phasing and timing of the distributors, and checking the 
carburettors, float levels, jets and re-tune. 

16. Fix oil leaks on valve covers — DONE Sealant looks fresh 
17. Heater valve inop — DONE Have not road tested yet, would like to carry out tune 

before road test. 
18. Reattach chrome moldings — DONE Driver’s B pillar is loose, both front and rear 

screen mouldings have poor fit, both outer sills are loose 
19. Replace coolant hoses and old/cracking clamps— DONE  
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20. Oil pressure lines from filters leaking — DONE  
21. Oil pan leaking. — DONE  
22. Front crank seal leaking — DONE Does not appear to have been replaced, but no 

obvious leak either 
23. Steering ball joints worn — DONE  
24. Front wheel bearing worn. — DONE Wheel bearings seem OK, but front right 

wheel is loose, needs to be greased and refitted. 
25. Brakes binding and only working one side – DONE (but he still needs to drive to 

confirm) Elliott confirmed via phone call on 04/16 that client is still not happy with 
the brakes.  Large brake fluid leak present from right front brake caliper.  We have 
rectified and bled brakes. 

26. Gas tank leaking — DONE  
 
Additional Items noticed: 

1. Dashboard vent cover is missing 
2. Ignition switch is aftermarket and loose, key also gets jammed in lock 
3. Exhaust centers are fitted upside-down and to wrong sides, need swopping 
4. Various oil leaks from front and back of engine.  Oil residue below head gasket 

area, possible that head gaskets are leaking 
5. Tires are modern type and dated 2010 
6. Gearbox oil leaks, from overdrive unit 
7. Clutch bite is high and does have freeplay, indicating that the clutch is worn out. 


